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 FEATURE CLASSES IN PHONOLOGY

 JAYE PADGETT

 UC Santa Cruz

 This article argues for a particular understanding of feature class behavior-the recurrent pat-

 terning together of certain phonological features, such as place of articulation and laryngeal
 features. The proposals build on the well-known work of feature geometry in assuming the impor-

 tance of feature classes in phonology, but differ in that features of a class are targeted directly
 and individually by constraints (or rules), even when a feature class such as Place is mentioned.
 Further, constraints mentioning feature classes are gradiently violable. Evidence for this view of
 feature classes comes from two sources. First, assimilation involving feature classes is sometimes

 only partially successful; an adequate understanding of such cases requires the proposed view of
 feature classes. Second, there are broad categories of feature class generalization that require it,
 including dissimilatory effects usually handled by the obligatory contour principle. Overall, the

 proposals broaden the explanatory potential of the feature class idea due to feature geometry. At
 a more general level, the results here suggest that linguistic representations sometimes need to
 be reconsidered in the context of optimality theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993), since they can
 effectively function as inviolable constraints and so hinder our understanding of the more subtle

 kind of phenomena revealed by analyses employing gradiently violable constraints.*

 1. FEATURE SETS. Certain phonological features pattern together recurrently across
 languages in phenomena such as assimilation, dissimilation, and reduction. Nasal place
 assimilation is the phenomenon perhaps most frequently cited as an example of this
 patterning. In Kpelle (a Mande language of West Africa), for example, the first person
 possessive prefix N- assimilates to a stem-initial consonant, giving [mbolu] 'my back',
 [nduc] 'my front', [ijgoo] 'my foot', and so on (Welmers 1962, 1969). Nasal place
 assimilation as in Kpelle is very common, though languages differ in the precise condi-
 tions they place on it. Of interest here is the fact that it is frequently enforced over ALL

 places of articulation, as in the Kpelle case, and not over just one place of articulation.
 Further, the rule affects ONLY place of articulation features, rather than any random
 subset of phonological features. As the familiarity of the term PLACE ASSIMILATION
 implies, there seems to be a recurrent, unitary generalization covering all and only the
 place features.

 How should this generalization about place features be understood? A well-known
 answer is provided by FEATURE GEOMETRY (Mohanan 1983, Mascaro 1983, Clements
 1985, Sagey 1986, McCarthy 1988, and much subsequent work). Feature geometry
 posits that the relevant features are grouped together under a node PLACE in a universal
 autosegmental representation; rules or constraints target this node directly, and thereby
 affect all of the place features indirectly. For the case at hand, suppose a constraint
 requires that a nasal consonant share Place with a following obstruent, making the
 partial representation in la well formed and that in lb ill formed. The indirect result
 of this will be that the two consonants share whatever features Place dominates, as in

 the representative examples of Ic. In this way feature geometry provides a simple,
 unitary characterization of nasal place assimilation.

 * Many people have contributed to the improvement of this work in its long gestation. I would like to
 thank especially Jill Beckman, Donka Farkas, Junko Ito, Ewan Klein, Linda Lombardi, Armin Mester, Maire
 Ni Chiosdin, Alan Prince, and Geoff Pullum.
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 (1) a. N C b. *N C
 Root Root Root Root

 Place Place Place

 c. m p n t r3m gb
 Root Root Root Root Root Root

 Place Place Place

 [labial] [coronal] [dorsal] [labial]

 Given some further assumptions (see below), feature geometry more generally accounts
 for the fact that only a few privileged sets of features are distinguished by this recurrent
 behavior (e.g. place features, laryngeal features, vowel height features), rather than any
 arbitrary subset of phonological features; these distinguished sets are FEATURE CLASSES.

 I argue here for a different understanding of feature class generalizations, called
 FEATURE CLASS THEORY. As feature geometry does, feature class theory assumes a limited
 inventory of feature classes such as Place, Laryngeal, and Vowel Height, and it allows
 rules or constraints to refer directly to these classes (as well as individual features),
 thus carrying over from feature geometry the advantage of a unitary characterization
 of nasal place assimilation and similar facts. Feature class theory is different, however,
 in its central claim that features are always affected directly and individually. Even
 when a rule or constraint targets a class such as Place or Laryngeal, it is the relevant
 place or laryngeal features themselves that are affected, rather than any higher order
 class node. Continuing with the example above, constraints driving nasal place assimila-
 tion require that EVERY feature that is a Place feature be shared in a nasal-obstruent
 cluster. Given this, forms such as 2a-b are licit, while 2c-d are not.'

 (2) a. m p b. rjm gb
 \ / D
 [labial] [dorsal] [labial]

 c. *m t d. *rj gb

 I I \ /\
 [labial] [coronal] [dorsal] [labial]

 If features are affected directly and individually, how is the unitary characterization
 of a class preserved under this view? I suggest an approach in which feature classes
 are simply defined according to properties that features have, understood as set-theoretic
 postulates in a way familiar from work in semantics: Place simply stands for the set
 {[labial], [coronal], [dorsal], ... }; Laryngeal is {[voiced], [aspirated], ... }, and so on.
 Equivalently, these features have the respective properties of placehood and laryn-
 geality. These sets, rather than the class nodes, provide the essential unity of the notions
 place and laryngeal. As will be shown, there are two kinds of argument for the claim
 that features are always targeted directly and individually. The first involves something

 1 Diagrams such as 2b might seem to violate a line-crossing prohibition, unless it is borne in mind that
 the relevant features (here [labial] and [dorsal]) occupy separate tiers in the representation (McCarthy 1985,
 Sagey 1986). Hence the features spread on different planes, something difficult to convey in a two-dimensional
 image.
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 FEATURE CLASSES IN PHONOLOGY

 I call PARTIAL CLASS BEHAVIOR: where constraints target a feature class such as Place,
 some members of the class conform to the constraint while others do not. Second,
 certain broad categories of feature class generalization, including dissimilatory ones,
 are otherwise missed altogether.

 2. FEATURE GEOMETRY. I assume a basic familiarity with feature geometry. (For
 overviews of feature geometry, see McCarthy 1988, Broe 1992, Clements & Hume
 1995, and Padgett 2001). A representative feature geometry representation is shown
 in 3. Since the focus here is largely on classes involving place features, this is the area
 of the geometry with the most detail provided. (On the laryngeal features shown, see
 Lombardi 1991, 1995). Ex. 3 represents a fairly standard synthesis of proposals in
 Steriade 1987, Hyman 1988, Clements 1991, McCarthy 1991, 1994, Odden 1991, Ni
 Chiosain 1994a, among others, and is not intended to be exhaustive. I am not concerned
 with what precise inventory of feature classes or hierarchical arrangement among classes
 is right (assuming there is one universal answer), nor with such issues as what features
 the theory should assume and whether they are privative, binary, and so on. The focus
 is instead on the manner in which feature classes are implemented in the theory.

 (3) Root

 Laryngeal [nasal] Place

 [aspirated] [voiced] [glottalized] [pharyngeal] Oral

 [labial] [coronal] [dorsal] VPlace

 Height Color

 [low] [high] [back][round]

 Arguments for feature classes in feature geometry have been based largely on evi-
 dence that certain subsets of features recurrently fall under one generalization of assimi-
 lation, neutralization, or dissimilation. In terms of autosegmental constraints or

 operations, we find evidence that features spread, delink, or are restricted by the obliga-
 tory contour principle together (McCarthy 1988). It is worth making explicit two stra-
 tegic assumptions guiding feature geometry and most work leading up to it:

 (4) a. ASSUMPTION OF PRIVILEGE: Within the full set of features, a limited num-

 ber of universal and (according to many) phonetically motivated subsets
 are distinguished. Reference to just these subsets is made simple (with
 the help of implementational assumptions of some kind).

 b. AssuMPTION OF SIMPLICITY AND NATURALNESS: Simpler rule/constraint
 formulations correspond to more natural (or more common) phenomena.

 The assumption of privilege prevents us from stipulating opportunistically for one case
 that any arbitrary subset of phonological features, say [voice], [continuant], and two
 place features, exhaustively form a class that can be referred to. Therefore any rule or
 constraint referring to just these features will necessarily be more complex than one
 referring to all and only the place features: the latter can refer to the class Place. In
 feature geometry, the assumption of privilege is implemented by CLASS NODES such as
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 Place and Color in 3. These serve as key mediators of feature class behavior, in the
 following sense: rules or constraints that are intended to target a feature class in fact
 refer to and affect directly the relevant class node; the features making up that class
 are affected only indirectly, by virtue of being dominated by the class node. The assump-
 tion of simplicity and naturalness, an example of which is the evaluation metric of
 Chomsky & Halle 1968, is what in turn makes the connection to the typological facts.
 In feature geometry, the assumption of simplicity and naturalness relies on a conception
 of simplicity slightly elaborated to embrace autosegmentalism. In particular, the sim-
 plest rules or constraints refer to only one node in the feature geometry tree (or one
 association line).

 Feature class theory, the view argued for here, assumes a different means of cashing
 in on the assumption of privilege. As the reader will see, a good deal of evidence
 suggests that features of a class are targeted directly and individually, rather than via
 intermediate nodes in a representation. (This fact has implications for my interpretation
 of the assumption of simplicity and naturalness too.) The next two sections present the
 evidence for this point of view. I return to a general comparison of the two theories
 afterward.

 3. PARTIAL CLASS BEHAVIOR: COLOR HARMONY

 3.1. TURKISH. In many Turkic languages we find patterns of harmony involving both
 roundness and backness in vowels. The most familiar example is that of Turkish. The
 analysis of Turkish here draws especially on the work of Lees (1961), Haiman (1972),
 Clements and Sezer (1982), van der Hulst and Weijer (1991), Kirchner (1993), and
 references therein. The Turkish vowel inventory is given in 5.2

 (5) Turkish vowel inventory
 [- back] [ + back]

 [+high] i u i u
 [-high] e 6 a o

 [-rnd] [+rnd] [-rnd] [ + rnd]

 The data in 6, taken from Clements & Sezer 1982 and expanded, show suffix alterna-
 tions due to vowel harmony. When a suffix vowel is high as in the accusative and
 genitive cases, it agrees with the preceding vowel in both backness and roundness.
 Otherwise, it agrees only in backness, as shown with the plural marker. These alterna-
 tions are quite regular and productive across Turkish suffixes, with the exception of a
 few 'disharmonic' suffixes, for example the progressive suffix /-iyor/.

 (6) Turkish vowel harmony
 STEM ACC.SG. GEN.SG. NOM.PL.

 ip ip-i ip-in ip-ler 'rope'
 kiz kiz-i kiz-in kiz-lar 'girl'

 yiiz yiiz-ii yiiz-un yiiz-ler 'face'
 pul pul-u pul-un pul-lar 'stamp'
 el el-i el-in el-ler 'hand'

 sap sap-i sap-in sap-lar 'stalk'
 koy k6y-ti koy-un koy-ler 'village'
 son son-u son-un son-lar 'end'

 2 Thoughout this article the familiar features [back] and [round] of Chomsky & Halle 1968 are used for
 the articulatory dimensions of backness and roundness, though this is not crucial to the arguments.
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 When suffixes are strung together, backness harmony applies throughout, as in [ip-
 ler-in] 'ropes (gen.)' and [kiz-lar-in] 'girls (gen.)'. The same is true of roundness har-
 mony where high vowels are concerned. However, nonhigh vowels not only fail to
 become [ + round] by roundness harmony, they also block the spreading of this feature
 to any following vowels, even if the latter are high, for example, [pul-lar-in] 'stamps
 (gen.)', [yiiz-ler-in] 'faces (gen.)', cf. *[pul-lar-un], *[yiiz-ler-un]. Suffix vowels follow-
 ing nonhigh vowels are systematically [- round].

 There is some controversy over whether vowel harmony can be said to hold within
 roots, given the existence of many disharmonic roots largely (but not entirely) due
 to borrowings, for example, [politika] 'politics', [peron] 'railway platform', [mezat]
 'auction'. Clements and Sezer (1982) conclude based on the large number of dishar-
 monic forms that vowel harmony does not operate within roots, but van der Hulst and
 van de Weijer (1991), among others, assume that harmony applies within roots that
 appear harmonic: [somun] 'loaf, [adim] 'step', [okiiz] 'ox', and treat disharmonic forms
 as exceptionally specified for backness and roundness features. The issues involving
 disharmony, patterns of disharmony, underlying forms, and the status of harmony within

 roots are complex. (For proposals and interesting discussion see also Kirchner 1993,
 Polgardi 1994, and Inkelas et al. 1997.) I take the conservative route of assuming suffix
 harmony only, as do Clements and Sezer (1982), since the points to be made can be
 made based on suffix harmony, and hold regardless of the truth about root harmony.

 Of interest here is the existence within a single language of both [back] and [round]
 harmony. Though Turkish provides the best-known case of these harmonies in coexist-
 ence, they occur together in many other languages, as we will see. Indeed, while [back]
 and [round] harmonies coexist often, languages having harmonies involving [back] and
 [high], for example, or [round] and [ATR], do not. Why should this be so? I will show
 that this fact can be accounted for given the assumption reflected in 3 that [back] and
 [round] form a feature class. However, in order for this to be so, I must revise the

 notion of what a feature class is and how it operates. Consider first the independent
 evidence for [back] and [round] as a feature class.

 3.2. THE FEATURE CLASS COLOR. There is a long history in phonology of classifying
 vowels according to a vertical axis of vowel height on the one hand, as opposed to a
 horizontal dimension of vowel quality-backness and roundness-on the other. Trubet-
 zkoy (1939) and Jakobson and Halle (1956), for example, refer to this latter dimension
 as that of TIMBRE or TONALITY. They motivate this distinction based on facts of acoustics,

 inventory markedness, and alternation. The acoustic facts are well known: the acoustic
 correlates of articulatory backness and roundness involve, roughly speaking, the second
 formant frequency, while those of vowel height involve the first formant frequency
 (see Stevens 1998:283 for a recent summary). Because both backness and roundness
 affect the second formant, each can enhance the acoustic effect of the other (Stevens
 et al. 1986, Stevens & Keyser 1989), and they can be traded off in vowel pronunciation
 (de Jong 1995). This acoustic and perceptual unity of backness and roundness was
 expressed in the feature system of Jakobson et al. 1952 through the feature [grave].
 But a theory having [grave] but no [back] and [round] could not account for the many
 facts where these features crucially diverge, as in the case of Turkish.

 Moving to vowel inventory patterns, a well-known generalization is that vowels tend
 to contrast more in the backness/roundness dimension the higher they are, so that low
 vowels are least likely to contrast in this way, and high vowels most likely, giving the
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 familiar triangularity of vowel systems. This is a phonological generalization that treats
 [back] and [round] as a class. Schane (1972, 1984) notes the phonetic and phonological
 relationship between backness and roundness, while Ewen and van der Hulst (1988)
 and van der Hulst (1988) posit a structural grouping of the elements I and u in a variant
 of dependency phonology theory (see Anderson & Ewen 1987 and references therein),
 based on inventory considerations.

 In the realm of alternations, many researchers have noted that [back] and [round]
 tend to assimilate or harmonize within the same language, and have taken this as
 evidence that these features are in some kind of close structural relationship. Archangeli
 (1985) makes the important observation that, while there are languages having [back]
 harmony and [round] harmony, there are few if any languages having [round] harmony
 and [high] (or [low]) harmony, or [back] harmony and [high] (or [low]) harmony. She
 accounts for this in part by grouping [back] and [round] together in an autosegmental
 representation in which they are dependent on height features. Mester (1986) analyzes
 Kirghiz [back] and [round] harmony in terms of a dependency relation between these
 features themselves (an idea Archangeli also explores), thus making of them a phonolog-
 ical constituent. Similarly, van der Hulst & Smith 1987 and van der Hulst 1988 argue
 for such a grouping in accounting for [back]/[round] harmonies (see also Selkirk 1991 a).
 Odden (1991), working within feature geometry, argues for a node [BACK]/[ROUND],
 based on a range of cases in which these features spread together in what appears to
 be a single phonological rule. Examples come from diverse languages, including Eastern
 Cheremis (Uralic), Tunica (Gulf, North America), Fe?-Fe? Bamileke (Niger-Congo),
 and Wikchamni Yokuts (California). Data from Eastern Cheremis are given in 7, all
 involving the third singular possessive suffix /-ze/.

 (7) Eastern Cheremis [back]/[round] assimilation
 a. surt-so 'his house' b. tip-so 'his hair'

 boz-so 'his wagon' sor-zo 'its milk'
 kornm-o 'his way' portast3-zo 'in his house'

 c. kit-se 'his hand'

 bokten-ze 'beside it'

 suzar-ze 'his sister'

 Odden assumes that the suffix is underlyingly /-ze/, since this alternant occurs following

 [i,e,a,a]. ([o] can also occur between a trigger and target vowel, as seen above, and is
 therefore treated as transparent to spreading by virtue of lacking feature specifications.)

 A means of spreading [back] is required to account for the forms in 7a, and spreading
 [round] to explain the forms in 7b. All of Odden's examples are like Cheremis in
 having inventories, and alternations, that require both of these features to achieve the
 account: one cannot say, for example, that front vowels are redundantly unrounded.
 Odden also argues here (and for other cases) that this is one rule, not separate rules of
 [back] and [round] spreading: both spreadings have the condition that only nonlow
 vowels are targeted, and words that are an exception to [back] spreading are also an
 exception to [round] spreading. Odden therefore posits a rule spreading a constituent
 grouping [back] and [round], as in 8. Following Donegan (1978), I use the term COLOR
 to designate this feature class.

 To summarize, there is a good deal of independent evidence converging from both
 phonetic and phonological considerations that [back] and [round] form a feature class.
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 (8) s u r t s_ e - surt-so

 Color

 [+bk] [+rd]

 In this light, languages such as Turkish raise an intriguing question: can they be under-
 stood as instances of COLOR spreading too? As noted above, some researchers consider
 it significant that [back] and [round] harmonize within a single language recurrently.
 No one, however, has suggested that [back] and [round] harmony as in Turkish could
 be genuinely united in any way, for example in a SINGLE process of Color harmony, just
 as in Eastern Cheremis. Rather, research on Turkish invariably assumes two separate
 processes of harmony, implicitly or explicitly: one of [back] and one of [round]. It is
 particularly striking that no one working within feature geometry has taken the facts
 of Turkish as evidence for a Color node, given the precedent for this feature class.

 It is not difficult to see why, however. Turkish is unlike Cheremis and other cases

 examined by Odden (1991) in that [back] harmony and [round] harmony do not apply
 identically within the language; while [back] harmony targets all vowels, [round] har-
 mony targets only high vowels. In this sense we have two separate rules. Consider an
 example such as [son-lar] 'ends': taking harmony to involve Color node spreading, one
 would wrongly entail assimilation of [round] by the nonhigh vowel as well, as shown
 in 9a. If Color spreading failed due to an independent constraint prohibiting this [round]

 spreading (see below), then one would wrongly fail to spread [back] as well, leaving
 the target vowel underdetermined for this feature, 9b. We cannot avoid this outcome

 by assuming a default [back] value for nonhigh vowels, since the same problem arises
 whatever the value of [back]: compare [yiz-ler] 'faces' in 9c-d. That is, [back] values
 are determined by harmony. The essential point is that feature geometry does not lead
 us to expect that Color harmony might produce an intermediate outcome for certain
 forms, the spreading of [back] but not [round]. Therefore, two rules are written.

 (9) a. *s o n - 1 o r b. *s o n - 1 A r

 Color Color

 [+bk] [+rd] [+bk] [+rd]

 c. *y i z - 1 r d. *y ii z - 1A r

 Color Color

 [-bk] [+rd] [-bk] [+rd]

 Having two rules is a problem, because to assume separate rules of [back] and [round]

 harmony implies incorrectly that their cooccurrence within Turkish is no more likely
 than a cooccurrence of [back] and [high] harmony, or [round] and [nasal] harmony.
 Elaborating on Archangeli's (1985) observation, the crucial fact is that [back] harmony
 and [round] harmony occur together in many languages-even when subject to different
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 conditions as in Turkish-to a degree that other logical possibilities do not.3 How can
 this fact be explained?

 The problem that Turkish presents is not at all isolated. Backness and roundness
 harmony occur together throughout the Turkic language group. For example, Korn
 (1969) surveys approximately fifteen Turkish languages having both harmonies, includ-
 ing Yakut, Shor, Kazakh, Khakass, Tartar, and Uzbek. Backness and roundness har-
 mony together are a feature of Altaic and Uralic languages more broadly. Hungarian is
 one well-known example from the latter group (see for example Vago 1980). Mongolian
 provides an example from Altaic outside of Turkic. In Classical Mongolian there was
 harmony of both [back] and [round], though [round] harmony had effects limited to
 roots. Khalka Mongolian has [round] harmony along with [ATR] harmony; however,
 the [ATR] alternation resulted from a reanalysis of a former system of [back] harmony.
 (See Svantesson 1985 on Mongolian.) Outside of these language groups, the two fea-
 tures both harmonize in Djingili and Nyangumarda, languages of Australia, (van der
 Hulst & Smith 1985). In ALL of the cases just mentioned, [back] harmony and [round]
 harmony apply under different conditions, just as in Turkish.

 We are therefore presented with a problem. The crosslinguistic evidence suggests
 that there is a privileged status to the coexistence of [back] and [round] harmonies.
 The logic of feature classes therefore suggests that we capitalize on an independently
 motivated feature class Color to explain this fact. Yet how can [back] and [round]
 harmonies reflect a unitary generalization in languages such as Turkish where they
 apply under different conditions? In what follows I will show how this problem can
 be resolved.

 3.3. TURKISH AS COLOR HARMONY. In Turkish words such as the accusative [ip-i]
 'rope', [koy-ii] 'village', [kiz-i] 'girl', and [son-u] 'end', the root and suffix vowels
 agree in both [back] and [round] values. Such forms would be straightforwardly handled
 by a Color spreading rule such as that assumed for Eastern Cheremis. The same is true
 of words where both vowels are unround, even if the suffix vowel is nonhigh, such as
 [kiz-lar] 'girls', and [sap-lar] 'stalks'. As we have seen, the problem arises with forms
 such as [son-lar] 'ends', and [ytiz-ler] 'faces'. Even in these forms, however, there is
 a sense in which Color harmony does partially succeed: though [round] does not harmo-
 nize, [back] still does. If Turkish harmony is indeed Color harmony, then it has suc-
 ceeded only partially in these cases; we could call this PARTIAL CLASS BEHAVIOR.

 Partial class behavior finds a natural home within the framework of OPTIMALITY

 THEORY (Prince & Smolensky 1993). In this theory, grammaticality is determined by
 means of constraints on the output. Because constraints on wellformedness express
 independent dimensions of markedness, they often conflict. In optimality theory, con-
 straints are violable: constraint conflict is resolved through ranking, such that a higher
 ranked constraint must be obeyed at the expense of any conflicting lower ranked con-
 straint. Further, certain constraints are understood to be violable gradiently, that is,
 violable to a greater or lesser degree. Within the limits just stated, however, constraint
 violation is minimal: a constraint can be violated only when a higher ranking and
 conflicting constraint requires it. An understanding of optimality theory is assumed in
 what follows. Readers unfamiliar with the theory are referred to Prince & Smolensky
 1993, Kager 1999, and McCarthy 2001.

 3 There is also substantial evidence for a feature class Height, as shown in 3 (and perhaps including
 [ATR]). See Hyman 1988, Clements 1991, Odden 1991, Selkirk 1991a, and Goad 1993.
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 The account here relies on two central claims. First, constraints mentioning feature
 classes like Place and Color are gradiently violable in the sense established by optimality
 theory, and partial class spreading is one result of this gradient violability. That is,
 partial class spreading is precisely the (minimal) violation of the harmony requirement.
 Second, features are always affected directly and individually by constraints requiring
 spreading, deleting, and so on. This is so even though constraints themselves can men-
 tion classes of features such as Color.

 To begin we require a constraint enforcing assimilation, or feature spreading. Padgett
 1995a assumes a very general spreading constraint requiring that a feature be linked
 to (or be a property of) every segment in some domain, such as the prosodic word.
 This idea is made precise in a formulation by Walker 1998, on which the following
 informal statement is based. The statement in 10 targets the feature class Color, the
 central point of interest here.

 (10) SPREAD(COLOR, PwD): For all color featuresfin a prosodic word, iffis linked
 to any segment, it is linked to all segments.

 Various researchers have suggested plausible phonetic bases for spreading constraints;
 spreading enhances the perceptibility of the affected feature by extending it (Steriade
 1994, Kaun 1995, Cole & Kisseberth 1994), eliminates contrasts in nonprominent loca-
 tions (Steriade 1994, 1995), and leads to fewer overall articulations/specifications (Mo-
 hanan 1993, Cole & Kisseberth 1994). The formulation of SPREAD assumed is obviously
 very general. I assume that any unwanted effects of this constraint are ruled out by
 constraints on locality, segment wellformedness, faithfulness (see below), and so on.4

 One of the constraints reining in SPREAD is the faithfulness constraint IDENT, defined
 below, where F is any feature (see McCarthy & Prince 1995). For our purposes, it will
 always be clear that identity of color features is at stake, hence I will simply refer to
 IDENT.

 (11) IDENT(F): Let SI and So be corresponding segments of the input and output.
 Then if Si is specified [aF], So is specified [oF], where ot is +, -, or 0.

 SPREAD(COLOR) and IDENT can conflict: the former constraint requires harmony in
 forms such as [ip-i] and [son-u], entailing that the accusative suffix surface as one of
 [i,ii,i,u]. No matter what we assume about this suffix's underlying representation, there
 will be a change of features in many cases during the derivation. Assuming (noncru-
 cially) that suffix color features are unspecified,5 then input forms such as /son-I/ and

 4 Another kind of constraint widely employed already in the optimality theory literature to achieve feature

 spreading is ALIGN. (See McCarthy & Prince 1993 on alignment, and for assimilation as alignment Kirchner
 1993, Smolensky 1993, Pulleyblank 1993, Cole & Kisseberth 1994, and Akinlabi 1997). Alignment could
 be made to serve our purposes, but an interesting point arises: alignment as typically construed incorporates
 directionality into constraint statements, while directionality of spreading in fact follows from independently
 motivated factors in many cases. The source of vowel harmony-accounting for its apparent directional-
 ity-is typically a vowel in a more prominent position, for example a stressed or word-initial syllable, as
 Steriade (1995) notes. Given this fact, it would be odd to stipulate the direction of spreading. A similar point
 was made by classical licensing accounts in phonology. The constraint employed here therefore abstracts
 away from directionality.

 5 An important line of thinking within optimality theory holds that no assumptions should be made about
 underlying forms ('richness of the base'). Rather, the grammar itself should explain all patterns. The fact
 that harmony is governed by roots and not suffixes in Turkish should follow from the grammar, rather than
 assumptions about suffix specification, in this way of thinking; the same form will be chosen whatever we
 assume about the input specifications. (See Prince & Smolensky 1993, It6, et al. 1995, and Inkelas 1995 for
 discussion of this issue.) Though I do not demonstrate the point, the analysis here holds to richness of the
 base, and the choice of an underspecified suffix vowel for illustration of the analysis is a matter of convenience.
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 /kiy-lAr/, for example, where I/ and /A/ are high and nonhigh vowels respectively,
 violate IDENT in surfacing as [son-u] and [koy-ler]: the suffix in [son-u] is [+back,
 + round], and that in [koy-ler] [-back, -round], while their respective inputs were
 not specified for color at all. Since spreading of color features occurs in Turkish, leading
 to alternations in suffixes, SPREAD(COLOR) must outrank IDENT. All of this is shown in
 the tableau in 12.

 To simplify notation, feature specifications are indicated not by association lines but
 by bracketing. The domain of [back] (B) is indicated by square brackets, that of [round]
 (R) by curly brackets. The notation used implies that consonants bear the color features
 also. (See Ni Chiosain & Padgett 2001 and references therein.) However, the points
 here do not change whether this is true or not, and for simplicity IDENT and SPREAD
 violations are counted only with respect to vowels. Candidate 12a is identical to the
 input and so satisfies IDENT though it violates SPREAD, since harmony has not occured.
 There are two violations, because both [ + back] and [ + round] have failed to link to
 the suffix vowel. This candidate's suffix vowel lacks color specifications in the output,
 a state of affairs we can assume to be ruled out independently by high-ranking con-
 straints; from here on I consider only surface forms that are fully specified. Candidate
 12b satisfies SPREAD completely, and therefore violates IDENT twice (the suffix vowel
 differs from its input in both [back] and [round] specifications). Candidates 12c-d each
 harmonize one feature only ([back] and [round] respectively). Assuming full specifica-
 tion, values for [back] and [round] that are not determined by harmony must be inserted

 separately. The values chosen here are arbitrary. Finally, 12e is like 12a in failing to
 harmonize altogether; however, the suffix vowel is fully specified. SPREAD is violated
 four times, because there are four feature specifications in this form that are linked to
 one vowel rather than both. Candidate 12b is chosen as optimal.

 (12)  UR: /son-I/ Spread(Color) Ident

 a. {[son-]+B} +R-I!

 b. Sw {[son-u]+B}+R**

 c. [{son-}+R{i}_R]+B **

 d. {[son-]+B[ii]-B} +R

 e. [{ son-}+R]B R]+[}-R]+B

 With this basic understanding of harmony in hand, I return to the problem of partial

 class behavior. Important to the account is a well-known markedness generalization
 noted already (Trubetzkoy 1939): color feature contrasts are most favored in high
 vowels, less so in mid vowels, and least of all in low vowels. Further, environments
 of vowel reduction tend to display less marked inventories. Haiman (1972) and van
 der Hulst and van de Weijer (1991) note that the reduced vowel inventory derived by
 Turkish vowel harmony, shown in 13, should be viewed as less marked in this sense.

 (13) Vowels produced by Turkish harmony
 i iu i u
 e a

 In practice, this reduction has sometimes been enforced through a stipulation on round-
 ness harmony itself (see e.g. Lees 1961, Clements & Sezer 1982). Yet there is an
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 independent need in the theory for an account of the relative markedness of nonhigh
 round vowels, as evidenced by patterns in languages involving both underlying and
 reduction inventories, and it is therefore greatly preferable to attribute this property of
 roundness harmony to the interaction of an independent constraint, factoring the height
 stipulation out of the harmony generalization altogether, as advocated in Haiman 1972.
 Putting aside further questions about the best account of the crosslinguistic height-color
 interaction, for convenience I will refer to a constraint *[+round, -high] (Kirchner
 1993, Kaun 1995, abbreviated *[+rnd, -hi]).
 The idea is that the ranking between the two constraints *[+rnd, -hi] >>

 SPREAD(COLOR) is the source of partial class spreading in Turkish. Consider the next
 constraint tableau, whose candidates are parallel in structure to those of 12, except that
 the candidate with no suffix vowel features is omitted. Candidate 14a, with perfect
 harmony, is no longer optimal, because by spreading [ + round] to a nonhigh vowel it
 violates *[ + md, -hi] twice. Candidates 14b-c spread only one feature, and 14d none
 at all. Because 14c spreads [ + round], it again violates *[ + rd, - hi] twice. Of 14b and
 14d, both violate SPREAD, but minimal violation picks 14b over 14d. SPREAD(COLOR) is
 in this way gradiently violable, and partial class spreading is the minimal violation of
 such a constraint.

 (14)  UR: /son-lAr/ *[+rd, -hi] Spread(Color) Ident

 a. {[son-lor]+B}+R **! **

 b. [r [{son-}+R{lar}-R]+B*

 c. {[son-]+B{or}-B]+R **! ** **

 d. [{son-}+R]+B [{lar}-R]+B ***!*

 It is important to note again the manner in which the constraint SPREAD(COLOR) is
 assumed to work. Ex. 15 shows the output forms of 12 and 14 in a more conventional
 autosegmental notation. As the form of the candidate outputs makes clear, there is no
 feature geometric Color node at work, such as Odden 1991 assumes for Eastern Cher-
 emis. Instead, the features [back] and [round] are manipulated directly and individually.
 Yet they are manipulated by force of SPREAD(COLOR), which must therefore have some
 means of 'recognizing' these features as color features, a point I return to later.

 (15) s o n -u s o n - 1 a r

 [+bk] [+rd] [+rd] [+bk] [-rd]

 In 14 even the optimal candidate violates *[+rnd, -hi], due to the root vowel
 [o]. It is important therefore to consider candidates that lack this initial [+round]
 specification. As the Turkish facts make clear, the restriction against nonhigh round
 vowels is not respected in initial syllables, or arguably, in roots, given many historical
 borrowings such as [melankoli]. Why should this be? Following Beckman (1997, 1998),
 I assume a differentiation of faithfulness constraints into two classes: those restricted

 to certain phonological or morphological categories on the one hand, and those that
 are not (such as IDENT assumed here). The former are argued to involve a limited
 universal inventory of positions that are of particular phonetic prominence or psycholin-
 guistic salience. (See Beckman and references therein for discussion.) This division of
 faithfulness constraints provides an account for a range of asymmetries in the behavior
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 of contrasts in certain privileged positions versus elsewhere: segments in privileged
 positions evince more contrasts (and more marked ones), preferentially trigger assimila-
 tions, and resist assimilating to other segments. As noted in ?3.1, I assume that harmony
 does not obtain within roots, given the larger range of vowel contrasts found there (due
 to many disharmonic forms). Therefore the priveleged position I have in mind is the
 morphological root, and the relevant positional IDENT constraint is given below. The
 reader is referred to Beckman and references therein for extensive motivation of the

 root as a crosslinguistically privileged position.

 (16) IDENTRt(F): Let SI and So be corresponding segments of the input and output,
 where So is in the Root. Then if SI is specified [aF], So is specified [caF],
 where ox is +,-, or 0.

 Putting together the rankings justified so far, we have *[+mrd, -hi] >>
 SPREAD(COLOR) > IDENT. Since the vowels [o,6] are preserved in roots by IDENTRt,
 this constraint must be highest ranking. This overall ranking is demonstrated in 17.
 Candidates 17a,b repeat 14a,b. These should be compared to 17c, which satisfies SPREAD
 and *[ + md, -hi] completely. This is achieved by failing to preserve the [+ round]
 specification of the root vowel, however, violating IDENTRt. It should be noted that
 IDENTRt accounts not only for the occurrence of [o,6] in roots, but for the fact that
 harmony is root controlled: spreading from suffix to root will always violate this con-
 straint. (See note 5.)

 (17) UR: /son-lAr/ IdentR *[+rnd, -hi] Spread(Color) Ident

 a. { [son-lor]+B } +R***

 b. [i [{son-}+R{lar}-R]+B* **

 c. {[san-lar]+B}-R *!**

 Compare 17 to 18, which applies the entire analysis so far to the form [son-u] once
 again. Of particular interest here are candidates 18a,b: obviously, the constraint *[ + md,
 - hi] plays no role in governing harmony when a suffix vowel is [ + high]. The analysis
 therefore predicts correctly that Color harmony will succeed entirely in such cases.

 (18)  UR: /son-I/ IdentRt *[+rd, -hi] Spread(Color) Ident

 a. r { [son-u]+B} +R ***

 b. [{son-}+R{i}-R]+B *!***

 c. {[san-i]+B}-R*!***

 As noted earlier, Color harmony completely succeeds also in forms like [kiz-lar]
 'girls', in which both vowels are unround. The constraint *[ + rnd, -hi] will have no
 effect in these words either. This is shown in tableau 19.

 (19)  UR: /kiz-lAr/ IdentRt *[+rnd, -hi] Spread(Color) Ident

 a. r { [kiz-lar]+B }R **

 b. [{kiz-}-R{lor}+R]+B *! ** **

 c. {[kuz-lor]+B}+R *! * ***
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 For completeness, 20 shows how the analysis handles forms like [pul-lar-in] 'stamps
 (gen.)'. In such forms, all vowels following the nonhigh suffix vowel are predictably
 unround. This follows from harmony: since the first suffix vowel is forced to be
 [- round] by *[ + rd, - hi], the best option is to spread this feature rightward as well,
 as in candidate 20b. Compare this to the case of transparency in 20c, in which the final
 vowel is [ + round] just as the initial vowel is. In this form, it bears its own [ + round]
 specification, however, and this leads to more violations of SPREAD. An alternative true
 transparency scenario, in which the [ + round] value of the root actually spreads to this
 final vowel while skipping the medial vowel, is assumed to be ruled out by whatever
 constraints prohibit such vowel skipping, if such a representation is allowed in the
 theory at all (see Walker 1998 for recent discussion).

 (20)  UR: /pul-lAr-In/ IdentRt *[+rnd, -hi] Spread(Color) Ident

 a. {[pul-lor-un]+B } +R * ****

 b. ir[{pul- } +Rlar-in}-R] +B **

 c. [{pul-}+R{lar-}R{un}+R]+B ****!**

 d. {[pil-lar-in]+B}-R *! *****

 Summing up, partial class behavior in Turkish, and the concomitant partial violation
 of SPREAD(COLOR), is due to the force of a higher ranked and conflicting constraint,
 *[ + rd, - hi]. Where this constraint plays no role Color harmony is complete. It should
 be clear from all of this that a grammar having the reverse ranking SPREAD(COLOR)
 > *[+rnd, -hi] derives Color harmony in ALL suffixes, including nonhigh ones,
 giving forms such as [son-lor], [yiiz-lor]. This is the more familiar case of total class
 spreading exemplified by Odden (1991). Such spreading occurs in the Turkic language
 Kirghiz as well (Korn 1969, Kaun 1995). It has no special status in my terms next to
 partial class spreading, but simply represents the case where no higher ranking constraint
 interferes with SPREAD.

 In forms such as [son-lar], [back] and [round] harmony have a particular way of
 behaving differently: both vowels originate in the root vowel, but they spread differ-
 ently. Turkish also presents cases having just the opposite arrangement: [back] and
 [round] differing not in what they target, but where they originate. They involve dishar-
 monic stems ending in palatalized [1Y], as in 21a (data from Clements & Sezer 1982).
 There is a contrast in Turkish stem-finally between the plain and palatalized lateral;
 compare 21b. The palatalized lateral not only bears the feature [-back], but also
 triggers [back] harmony; this is why the accusative suffix is [- back] in the forms of
 21a. What is interesting is that the suffix is targeted as expected by the [+round]
 specification of the root-final vowel in 21a, even though it is obviously not affected
 by the [+back] specification of that vowel. Compare these forms to those in 21b,
 which behave as expected according to my earlier analysis.

 (21) Turkish harmony triggered by 1Y
 a. usulY usulY-ii 'system'

 petrolY petrolY-ii 'petrol'
 sualY sualY-i 'question'

 b. okul okul-u 'school'

 karakol karakol-u 'police station'

 tjatal tjatal-i 'fork'
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 The treatment of these forms here translates ideas of Clements & Sezer 1982 in its

 essential respects, except for my reliance on a unitary generalization of color spreading.
 The account is shown in the tableau below. In order to simplify the discussion only
 the last three segments of the form [petrolY-ti] 'petrol (acc.)' are considered, and to aid
 the reader in interpreting the representations, the underlying form and candidates are
 also given in autosegmental notation below the tableau (except for 22c, which is much
 like 22b). Since now we are explicitly considering the role of a consonant in harmony,
 the lateral counts for violations of SPREAD and IDENT.6 Candidate 22a, the grammatical
 form, violates the harmony requirement three times. (The [+ back] specification fails
 to spread to two segments, [1Y] and [ii]; the [-back] specification fails to spread to
 [o].) In spite of faring much better on this score, candidates 22b,c are worse overall,
 because they sacrifice underlying color specifications of the root, in violation of IDENTRt.

 Candidate 22d preserves root specifications, as does 22a. Yet it represents the failure
 to spread as fully as possible (subject to higher-ranking constraints); given the minimal
 gradient violability of SPREAD, this is not a possible outcome, and 22a wins.

 (22)  UR: /(petr)olY-I/ IdentRt *[+md, -hi] Spread(Color) Ident

 a. { [o]+B[lY-ii]-B } +R* *** **

 b. { [lY-i]_B}+R *! * ****

 c. {[ol-u]+B}+R*! * ****

 d. {[o]+B[lY}+R {-i]-B}R * ****!** **

 Underlying representation and candidates in autosegmental notation:
 [+b] [-b] [b -b] [-b] [+b] [-b]
 I I I AI

 UR o 1Y- I a. o Y ti b. ly ii c. o ly i

 [+r] [+r] [+r] [+r] [-r]

 This kind of example causes the same sort of problem for feature geometry, in which
 Color harmony is seen as the linkage of a superordinate feature geometric node Color,
 as do the earlier cases of partial class spreading. Consider the underlying form in 23a.
 Spreading of the first Color node incorrectly distributes the [+ back] and [+ round]
 values of the stem vowel across all three final segments, as in 23b. On the other hand,
 spreading of the second Color node forces both the [- back] and [ - round] values of
 [1Y] onto the suffix, 23c. There is no way that spreading of the node Color will distribute
 the features as needed (barring complicated and unnecessary repair mechanisms gener-
 ally argued against by optimality theory, see ?7.2).

 6 Recall that the representations assumed imply that all consonants in a harmony span bear the harmonizing
 feature. It is assumed for concreteness that the root-final lateral underlyingly shares its [round] value with
 the preceding vowel, a state of affairs that arguably obtains if consonants bear the vocalic features of tautosyl-

 labic vowels generally (see Gafos 1996, Ni Chiosain & Padgett 2001), and assuming LEXICON OPTIMIZATION
 (Prince & Smolensky 1993). However, the analysis can be carried through without these assumptions, assum-
 ing, for instance, that only vowels are specified for color features generally, and that consonants are skipped
 by harmony (except for just those consonants and color features that are able to cooccur, such as the lateral
 and [back]).
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 (23) a. o Y - I b. *o 1 u c. *o lY i

 Color Color Color Color Color

 [+b] [+r] [-b] [-r] [+b][+r] [+b][+r] [-b][-r]

 To conclude this section, consider one final point about the typology of color harmon-
 ies. In languages having both [back] and [round] harmony, [round] harmony is often
 restricted in some way, while [back] harmony rarely is. Korn's survey of Turkic lan-
 guages (Kor 1969) classifies them according to the degree to which roundness harmony
 is restricted. What emerges from his survey is that the patterns of restrictions found
 are far from idiosyncratic or random, but rather can be understood in terms of a few
 principles of phonological wellformedness, likely grounded in phonetic constraints.
 Indeed, the fact that [round] is singled out over [back] in itself suggests that systematic
 forces are at work, rather than randomly working conditions. Kaun (1995), building
 on Korn 1969 and Steriade 1981, among others, finds that roundness harmony can fail
 if the target vowel is nonhigh (as in Turkish), if the trigger vowel is either high or
 back, or if it would involve linking between vowels of different height. She posits
 constraints to capture these generalizations.
 For my purposes, the important point is that the crosslinguistic patterns of harmony

 are subject to systematic conditions, which are plausibly viewed as reflecting general,
 independently motivated constraints on wellformedness. Pursuing the logic used above
 suggests that these other languages should indeed be handled analogously to Turkish.
 First, the relevant restrictions should be factored out of any harmony constraints (or
 rules) and attributed to independently working constraints, but then there is no basis
 on which to distinguish [back] and [round] spreading constraints at all. Independently,
 the crosslinguistic copatteming of these features we considered at the outset suggests
 that our goal must be to unite them. In the context of optimality theory, and assuming
 features are targeted directly and individually, we can do this, formulating a single
 Color harmony constraint.
 This thinking obviously challenges a strategy whereby rules are judged to be different

 due to different conditions placed on them. According to this strategy, [back] harmony
 and [round] harmony in Turkish are clearly different rules (and accordingly have been
 treated as such). Odden 1991 is a particularly relevant work: in order to establish the
 unity of [back] and [round] spreading in Eastern Cheremis, Odden is careful to argue
 that the two feature spreadings are subject to identical conditions. Odden's case for the
 class Color is made rather challenging by this strategy, given that color harmonies very
 often display more restricted behavior by the feature [round]. To the extent that condi-
 tions on rules are truly idiosyncratic (perhaps in the sense either of phonetically unnatu-
 ral, morphologically restricted, or both), this strategy for equating or distinguishing rules

 may be quite valuable. But to the extent that they manifest independently motivated
 dimensions of wellformedness, as they often do, our real imperative is surely to factor
 the conditions away from the rules altogether.
 The discussion here of partial class behavior has focused on color harmony, because

 this is a particularly interesting case. The legitimacy of a class Color is not so obvious
 as that of some other classes, such as Place, since examples of color harmony are much
 less common than examples of place assimilation. Once cases such as Turkish are
 recognized as instances of color harmony, however, a good deal more evidence for
 Color is available to us. In this sense, our understanding of how feature classes work
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 bears on our conclusions about the inventory of feature classes itself. But partial class
 behavior should not be confined to the class Color. Partial spreading is predicted to be
 possible for any feature class of which two or more features potentially link to a single
 segment. Place is a candidate, for example, since there are diverse kinds of complex
 segments having more than one Place feature. And indeed partial assimilation to such
 segments occurs widely: Kpelle [rjmgirj] 'myself' (Welmers 1962, 1969), versus Kooni
 [tIngbaiJ] 'floor' (Cahill 1995). Padgett (1995a, 2001) presents many cases and provides
 an analysis that parallels that for Turkish in most respects.

 4. FORMALIZING FEATURE CLASS THEORY. The central proposal of feature class theory
 is that rules or constraints mentioning feature classes thereby target (or hold true of)
 the relevant features directly and individually. In particular, no class nodes mediate as
 in feature geometry. How precisely does this work? I suggest a very direct approach,
 in which classes such as Place and Laryngeal are understood as sets of features. (For
 a precedent involving syntactic feature classes, see Gazdar et al. 1985.) These sets are
 not arbitrary lists, if we carry over from feature geometry the assumption that the classes

 have a phonetic basis; they can be defined equivalently by the respective properties
 that their members share: placehood, laryngeality, and so on. The simplest sets to start
 with are those in 24, sets that consist of a single feature. It is useful to define these
 sets, since we can then define larger feature classes as unions over them, as I do
 momentarily; the subset relations that obtain are made clearer this way.7

 (24) Nasal = def {[nasal]} Coronal = def {[coronal]}
 Voiced = def {[voiced]} Dorsal = def {[dorsal]}
 Aspirated = def {[aspirated]} Low def {[low]}
 Glottal = def {[glottalized]} High = def {[high]}
 Pharyng = def {[pharyngeal]} Back = def {[back]}
 Labial = def {[labial]} Round = def {[round]}

 Assuming the validity of the classes of the feature geometry representation in ?2
 (see 3), I carry them over in the definitions in 25. Let us assume the classes to be fixed
 and universal as well, in the usual way. (On the status of the segment, see below.)

 (25) Laryngeal =def Aspirated U Voiced U Glottalized
 Place =def Pharyngeal U Oral
 Oral = def Labial U Coronal U Dorsal U VPlace

 VPlace = def Height U Color
 Height = def Low U High
 Color = def Back U Round

 Terms like Place and Color in rule or constraint formulations make reference to these

 postulated sets, rather than to the nodes of feature geometry. Consider once again the
 constraint SPREAD(COLOR), for example. The formulation below is precisely analogous
 to that in 10 (?3), except for making explicit that 'color' features are features of the

 7 Binary features such as [back] might themselves be seen as classes that consist of two members, e.g.
 {[+back], [-back]}. Given the independently required notion of feature class in phonology, the debate
 about whether all features are privative (single valued) may be moot. As Frisch (1996) notes, we might
 declare that all features are privative, as many have, without sacrificing the recurrent unity of [back] and
 [front]: they make up a privileged set or feature class Back. Under this conception, [back] blocks spreading
 of [front] (and vice versa) not because of line crossing, as is commonly assumed with binary [back], but
 because of feature incompatibility: spreading [back] onto a segment specified for [front] violates a (presum-
 ably universal) feature cooccurrence condition *[back, front]. This explanation works only assuming that
 the relevant segment cannot be skipped entirely, and hence relies on a relatively strict notion of locality.
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 SET Color. Since Color is defined as the union of [back] and [round], this constraint
 will hold over all instances of these two features in the relevant representation.

 (26) SPREAD(COLOR, PWD): For all featuresf E COLOR in a prosodic word, iff is
 linked to any segment, it is linked to all segments.

 This constraint quantifies universally over the set Color; that is, it refers to ALL
 features of that set. So long as this constraint is interpreted as gradiently violable in
 the appropriate way, it will have just the effect required in ?3. Other constraints will
 naturally quantify differently, depending on their intent. Consider for example the con-
 straint HAVEPLACE (Ito & Mester 1993), given below, intended to rule out segments
 such as [h], [?], and other placeless segments such as the mora nasal of Japanese. This
 constraint quantifies existentially; that is, any segment having at least ONE of the features
 [labial], [coronal], [back], and so on, will satisfy this constraint, as intended.

 (27) HAVEPLACE: Every segment must have some feature f E PLACE.

 Two more constraints are worth considering for a comparison to feature geometry
 in the next section (where the obligatory contour principle relativized to PLACE will be
 discussed). *PLACE requires the opposite of HAVEPLACE, and can force the absence of
 place features, as with the mora nasal of Japanese. (Other constraints such as IDENTOnset
 will prevent the loss of place in all environments.)

 (28) OCP(PLACE): Adjacent identical features f, g E PLACE are prohibited.
 (29) *PLACE: No segment may have any feature f E PLACE.

 The figures in 30 illustrate the effect of all of these constraints on representations.
 SPREAD(COLOR) has been replaced by SPREAD(PLACE) in 30a for consistency. Figure
 30a shows the effect of SPREAD(PLACE) on a consonant cluster. On the left of the arrow
 is an ill-formed representation according to this constraint; a well-formed cluster appears
 on the right. (Alternatively, 30a can be understood as a rule that inserts an association
 line.) The individual feature [labial] is targeted directly, by virtue of being a member
 of the set Place. Similarly, 30b shows ill- and well-formed representations according
 to *PLACE. Finally, 30c-d do the same for OCP(PLACE) and HAVEPLACE. The straightfor-
 ward extension of the theory to 30c-d will be contrasted in the next section with the
 difficulties encountered by feature geometry.

 (30) a. *N p m p b. *n N
 Root Root Root Root Root Root

 / I 9 / \ / / I o /
 [ + nasal] [labial] [+ nasal] [labial] [ +nasal] [coronal] [+ nasal]

 c. *b p d p d. *N n
 Root Root Root Root Root Root

 [labial] [labial] [coronal] [labial] [ +nasal] [+nasal] [coronal]

 Feature class theory maintains the assumptions central to any account of feature
 class generalizations; the assumption of privilege, and the assumption of simplicity and
 naturalness (?2). The assumption of privilege is handled by means of the feature sets
 seen above, rather than by targeting a class node in a representation as in feature
 geometry. For this strategy to make sense, we must also interpret the assumption of
 simplicity and naturalness somewhat differently. Recall autosegmental phonology's
 measure of simplicity for rule statements (?2): Rules may insert or remove at most one
 association line (or more weakly, the fewer the lines, the better). This assumption is
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 carried over to work in feature geometry. It cannot be my assumption, though, precisely
 because of the claim that features are targeted directly and individually. This claim
 entails that several association lines might be inserted or removed due to the require-
 ments of one constraint, such as SPREAD(COLOR), and indeed this was a desired feature
 of the analysis in ?3. If a process spreading both [back] and [round] is to be as 'low
 cost' as one spreading only [back], then it cannot be the number of association lines
 we are counting. The obvious alternative is to concentrate on the constraint formulations
 themselves. The idea behind SPREAD(COLOR), after all, is that it would not be desirable

 to posit a constraint such as SPREAD(BACK) AND SPREAD(ROUND). The latter formulation
 is more complex, but even more important, it fails to account for the privileged recur-
 rence of just the features [back] and [round] in assimilation, since it is no more difficult
 to formulate a constraint SPREAD(BACK) AND SPREAD(HIGH), for example. Seen in this
 way, the assumption of simplicity and naturalness is not something special to autoseg-
 mental theory or phonology, but reduces to the requirement of any theory to capture
 generalizations in the most explanatory manner possible.

 What is the status of class nodes in feature class theory? Since class nodes no longer
 mediate feature class behavior by functioning as targets of rules or constraints, and
 since this was their original purpose, they have at best a questionable status. Class
 nodes are not inconsistent with feature class theory, however. It is entirely possible to
 hold that features are affected directly and individually while assuming a representation
 with class nodes. Indeed, some have advocated individual feature behavior while retain-

 ing class nodes (see ?6.1). It makes sense to retain class nodes if they serve a purpose
 even without mediating feature class behavior. Minimally, they might serve as labels
 through which the features of a class-those dominated by the relevant node-are
 identified for targeting. This is hardly necessary to the theory, however convenient it
 is for those viewing representations; the sets posited here do this work in a way that
 is formally well understood. Class nodes have a more serious potential role in explaining
 facts of locality (transparency versus blocking) in phonology. This has in fact been an
 important secondary job for class nodes in feature geometry. (See Clements 1985,
 Steriade 1987, and Clements & Hume 1995, for example.) Other recent work, however,
 advocates a different approach to locality problems, rooting such effects instead in
 matters of segment wellformedness, while assuming that segments are not skipped.
 (See Padgett 1995b, Gafos 1996, Walker 1998, Ni Chiosaiin and Padgett 2001, and
 references therein.)

 The assumption here is that there are no class nodes, which means that a segmental
 representation is as in 31 (with only some features shown), much like the 'bottlebrush'
 representation of Hayes 1990. Feature order in the diagram is randomized in order to
 emphasize the point that feature classes are wholly understood as sets of features that
 share the relevant property. The features are assumed to be associated to a Root node
 that serves as the representational encoding of the segment, as in feature geometry.
 Perhaps equivalently, this node might be an 'X' or 'C/V' skeletal unit as in Steriade
 1982, Clements & Keyser 1983, and Levin 1985. As Broselow (1995) notes, the Root
 node and skeleton overlap in function, and the theory might not require both.

 (31) Root

 [coronal] [voice] [labial] [high] [nasal] [back]

 The assumption of a node corresponding to the segment requires comment, since it
 implies that the segment is different from a feature class. In principle one could define
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 a class Laryngeal U Place U Nasal corresponding to the Root node of the feature
 geometry representation in 3. This would correspond to a segment in the sense of
 including all feature content; however, the segment is not merely a collection of feature
 content, but has the well-known additional status in phonology of a timing unit. (See
 the references above on the segmental skeleton; also Hayes 1990 and Scobbie 1991
 on this role for the Root node of feature geometry.) When a segmental metathesis S1S2
 ) S2S1 occurs, for example, we require some means of ensuring that all the features

 of SI now follow all those of S2 in time. In feature geometry the Root node has the
 conflated roles of capturing a feature class on the one hand (feature content), and timing
 relations on the other (feature coordination). As Hayes 1990 demonstrates, these two
 roles need not be conflated. In addition, evidence suggests that only the Root node is
 necessary for the purposes of coordinating features in time; that is, there is no reason
 to assume that nodes such as Place and Laryngeal perform any such role (Hayes 1990,
 Scobbie 1991, Padgett 1991/1995c). This fact lends further support to the formal separa-
 tion of these functions. In Feature Class Theory, feature classes are understood as
 feature sets; this leaves only the role of timing or feature coordination for the Root
 node or skeletal unit. Of course, it is possible NEVERTHELESS to define a feature class
 Segment. Support for such a feature class would come from evidence that processes
 demonstrably operating over entire segments nevertheless target features directly and
 individually, along the lines seen in this article. This is a matter worth further investiga-

 tion; I leave the question open.
 On a separate note, the question might arise why in feature class theory feature

 classes do not overlap (ignoring subset relations), since one might easily posit that
 [aspirated], for example, is a member of both Laryngeal and Place. Actually, this ques-
 tion arises equally in feature geometry, though here the analogous assumption would
 be that [aspirated] is linked to both the Laryngeal and Place class nodes. Both theories
 must either stipulate or derive a prohibition on feature class overlap, assuming it is
 empirically required. The appropriate constraint for feature geometry, sometimes known

 as the SINGLE MOTHER NODE CONDITION in work on syntax, is not usually made explicit.

 Yet whether trees obey such a condition or not is something that must be formally
 declared. The relevant question in feature class theory is, Can subsets of a set ever
 intersect? Here I carry over feature geometry's implicit assumption that such overlap
 cannot occur. A more interesting question is why this should be the case; the answer
 is most likely to be found in the phonetic underpinnings of feature classes: the larynx,
 oral gestures, the velum, and so on, are phonetically relatively independent.

 5. DISSIMILATION AND OTHER FEATURE CLASS GENERALIZATIONS. In ?3 I argued for
 feature class theory based on the existence of partial class behavior in assimilations. I
 now make an independent argument: There are entire classes of generalization apart
 from assimilation, which clearly involve feature classes, but which feature geometry
 does not account for at all. The main example considered here involves dissimilation
 across place of articulation.

 A fair sample of languages have been found to exhibit cooccurrence restrictions over
 all places of articulation within roots. These include Classical Arabic (Greenberg 1950,
 McCarthy 1988), Russian (Padgett 1991/1995c), Yucatec Maya (Straight 1976, Yip
 1989, Lombardi 1990), Javanese (Mester 1986, Yip 1989), and Pomo (Yip 1989). In
 much work since McCarthy 1985 and 1988, such cooccurrence restrictions have been
 seen as reflexes of the obligatory contour principle (henceforth OCP, Leben 1973,
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 McCarthy 1981, 1986) applying over place features. The OCP is usually stated as in
 32a. In order to capture the recurrent privileged status of the place of articulation features
 under dissimilation, however, a particular instantiation of this general formulation is
 required, as in 32b. As the simpler formulation does, this one abstracts away from
 questions such as what counts as adjacent, why the cooccurrence restrictions apply
 only within roots, and other matters; these issues are independent of our main concern.

 (32) a. OCP: Adjacent identical elements are prohibited.
 b. OCP(Place): Adjacent identical featuresf, g E PLACE, are prohibited.

 McCarthy (1988) notes that dissimilatory effects are a major diagnostic of feature
 classes, along with assimilations and neutralizations. An OCP relativized to place fea-
 tures is implicit in his argument for a feature geometric class node Place, based on root
 cooccurrence effects over just these features in Classical Arabic. Here I take up this
 idea, while arguing that it cannot in fact be pursued within feature geometry, but instead
 requires feature class theory.

 The facts of cooccurrence in Russian roots are considered here. They are remarkably
 similar to the better-known Arabic facts. Russian consonants can be grouped into the
 following IDENTITY CLASSES (to use a term from Yip 1989). Consonants within any
 group fail to cooccur within Russian roots, to a statistically significant degree. The
 results are based on a chi-square analysis performed by Padgett (1991/1995c) on the
 distribution of nonadjacent consonants in a list of about five hundred roots. C' is palatal-
 ized.8

 (33) Russian identity classes
 Labials p, p', b, b', m, m'
 Coronal sonorants 1, 1', r, r', n, n'
 Coronal stops t, t', d, d'
 Coronal fricatives s, s', z, z'
 Dorsals k, g, x, c, s, z9

 Roots can consist of consonants drawn from separate identity classes, for example
 /brat-/ 'brother', /bod-/ 'awake', /sad-/ 'sit', /greb-/ 'dig', /koz-/ 'goat', /tolk-/ 'explain';
 roots with two or more consonants from the same identity class are significantly underat-
 tested: */soz-/, */dat-/, */pib-/, */kag-/, and so on.

 What is interesting for my purposes is that the failure to cooccur is contingent on
 identity of place. Russian and the other languages cited above exhibit the generalization
 that restrictions are imposed only on consonants of the same place of articulation-[la-
 bial], [coronal], and [dorsal]. (Further manner requirements evident for the coronals
 are discussed below.) Here we have essentially a dissimilatory phenomenon, rather
 than an assimilation as seen earlier; yet the class recurrently targeted is a familiar
 one-place of articulation-and the logic that motivates feature classes holds here no
 less than before. Yet the formalism of feature geometry does not extend directly to

 8 Most Russian roots are monosyllabic, e.g. /greb-/ 'dig', /koz-/ 'goat', /tolk-/ 'explain'. They include both
 consonants and vowels, unlike the all-consonantal roots of Semitic (as traditionally conceived), and hence
 nonadjacent here means separated by consonant or vowel. See Padgett (1991/1995c) for details omitted here
 about the facts and analysis.

 9 The dorsal group includes the postalveolars [c], [s] and [z]; these consonants group with the velars in
 their cooccurrence behavior, occurring significantly infrequently with them. This is because within roots
 these segments derive historically from velar segments in most cases. It is not of direct concern here whether
 we regard them as synchronic velars (at some level of representation) or simply view this part of the generaliza-

 tion as opaque in contemporary Russian.
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 such facts. To see this clearly, the reader must consider the precise assumptions behind
 that theory. The following discussion presupposes the formal interpretation of feature
 geometry provided by Bird 1995.

 First, consider assimilation. Insertion of an association line as in 34a establishes an
 immediate dominance relation between the first Root node and the Place node. (The
 reader should compare 34 to 30.) The result, shown on the right of the arrow, is that
 by virtue of this association, the first Root node dominates whatever Place dominates,
 because DOMINANCE is understood as the transitive closure of the immediate dominance

 relation (Bird 1995). That is, suppose node al immediately dominates a2, a2 immedi-
 ately dominates a3, . . ., an- immediately dominates an. Then al 'dominates' an, for
 any n. So dominance follows from a chain of immediate dominance relations, rather
 than being another relation separately stated between all relevant node pairs such as
 al and an. If dominance implies temporal overlap, it follows that both ROOT nodes
 overlap the [labial] feature in 34a, giving [mp].

 Consider now cases of neutralization, characterized in autosegmental terms by the
 delinking, or removal, of an association line. Spanish nasals, for example, do not con-
 trast in place when they occupy a syllable rhyme. In most dialects, when they cannot
 assimilate to a following consonant, they must be [coronal] (in other dialects they must
 be velar), e.g. corazo[n] 'heart', pa[n] 'bread', canta[n] 'they sing', vs. *corazo[m],

 *pa[ji], *canta[rJ], etc., (Harris 1983, 1984). Neutralizations to a uniform place have
 been understood as a kind of reduction in autosegmental phonology, formulated as the
 delinking of the relevant material. Harris (1984) formulates the rule shown in 34b
 (slightly recast into feature geometry notation); it is restricted to apply in the syllable
 rhyme. The desired output, lacking a Place node, is shown. Understood in the formal
 terms outlined above, this rule severs the immediate dominance relation between Place

 and the Root node, and thereby all dominance relations between Place and higher
 prosodic structure. Place will therefore undergo stray erasure (or fail to be phonetically
 realized), if this is the fate of 'stray' material (McCarthy 1979, Steriade 1982, Ito 1986,
 1989, Goldsmith 1990, Ito & Mester 1993). More to the point, its dependents, [labial],
 [dorsal], or (in this case) [coronal], and so on, are now also not dominated by any
 prosodic structure, for analogous reasons, and so must also stray erase. This is the
 desired result. A default rule filling in [coronal] is assumed to apply next, accounting
 for the [n] of corazo[n], and so on.10

 (34) a. N p m p b. n N
 Root Root Root Root Root Root

 / I o / \/ /+ / /
 [+nasal] Place [+nasal] Place [+nasal] Place [+nasal]

 [labial] [labial] [coronal]

 c. *b p *d p d. *N *N
 Root Root Root Root Root Root

 I 1 I I / 4 / I
 Place Place Place Place [+nasal] [+nasal] Place

 [labial] [labial] [coronal] [labial]

 10 Note how this account for neutralization to default place requires a serial derivation: first the Place
 node is delinked, then it is presumably reinserted along with [coronal], since [coronal] is dependent on Place.
 Such an account cannot translate directly into a nonserial theory based on output constraints: a constraint
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 Feature geometry generally works well for assimilations and reductions. In particular,
 the unity of the accounts has much to do with the central role of dominance, and the
 status of dominance as the transitive closure of immediate dominance. As shown, how-

 ever, this approach fails for cases of partial class behavior under assimilation. The
 problem is equally apparent in the case of dissimilations such as that of Russian: if
 constraints mentioning feature classes held of the relevant class nodes themselves, then
 OCP(PLACE) would mean 'adjacent identical Place nodes are prohibited'. This would
 have the undesirable effect of ruling out BOTH the input and output representations in
 34c, and similarly nearly all sequences of segments-those segments having Place
 nodes. The understanding of dominance in itself contributes nothing to the desired
 outcome. As Yip observes, it is not the Place nodes but the place features themselves
 that matter (1989:363). Yip therefore assumes that the OCP, though stated over Place,
 involves 'checking of identity' at the featural level. That is, the OCP mentions the class
 Place, but thereby holds of the relevant place features directly and individually. This is
 the main claim of feature class theory, and within that theory the feature class formalism

 extends straightforwardly to OCP effects, as we have seen, involving nothing new
 beyond the simple assumptions needed to accommodate assimilations and reductions.

 It is not hard to find other categories of constraint, outside the realm of assimilations
 and reductions, that raise similar issues for feature geometry. The constraint HAVE-
 PLACE, seen in the last section, cannot serve its purpose if understood to require merely
 that the class node Place appear, as seen in 34d; what matters, again, is that an actual
 place feature be present. Of course, the right result can be made to follow in feature
 geometry if we make the additional assumption that every class node must dominate
 some terminal feature. In itself this presents no difficulty. The problem is that some
 DIFFERENT extra assumption is required to make the OCP effects work, and something
 different yet again to make partial assimilations work (see ?6.2). Feature geometry's
 premise that constraints hold of class nodes is actually inadequate in a number of ways,
 depending on the kind of process or constraint we have in mind, and for each way a
 new implementational assumption is required to ensure that things work. The upshot
 is an account for feature class generalizations that is complicated and lacking in unity.

 6. DiscUSSION

 6.1. PRECEDENTS. The notion that features are affected directly and individually,
 even when a rule or constraint holds of a class of features, is a possibility raised by
 Sagey (1987) for cases of spreading she dubs 'non-constituent spreading'. She focuses
 most notably on a case involving Barra Gaelic. It is unclear whether the analysis of
 Barra is correct (see Ni Chiosaiin 1994b), but the argument is very much like that
 presented here based on Turkish forms ending in a palatalized lateral (?3). Sagey,
 however, regards nonconstituent spreading as a marked option, a deviation from the

 such as *PLACE would rule out coronal [n] as well as noncoronal [m], [ji], etc. In fact, this is true whether
 *PLACE refers to a node in feature geometry or a feature class as in feature class theory. Perhaps for this
 reason, neutralization to [coronal] place is not treated as a feature class generalization at all within existing
 accounts in optimality theory, but instead is taken to follow from the ranking of constraints such as *LABIAL

 and *DORSAL over faithfulness. (See Prince & Smolensky 1993, Smolensky 1993.) None of these comments
 apply to cases where place is prohibited altogether, as with the mora nasal of Japanese (?4).

 1l Recent work by Pierrehumbert (1993), Frisch et al. (1995), and Frisch (1996) argues for a new interpreta-
 tion of the OCP as a gradient similarity constraint. However, it remains true under this conception that the
 OCP operates over the class Place, and the argument here carries over to this interpretation of the OCP. The
 points hold as well under a conception of the OCP as the local conjunction of markedness constraints, as
 in It6 & Mester 2001 and Alderete 1997.
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 usual feature geometry scenario of class node spreading. Halle (1995) revives Sagey's
 argument based on Barra Gaelic (see also Halle et al. 2000). Though he assumes that
 individual feature targeting is the rule for cases of ASSIMILATION, the idea is not meant
 to extend to other processes. Selkirk (1991a,b) and Padgett (1991) assume individual
 feature targeting as the only means of class behavior, abandoning the class node. But
 there is relatively little attempt in these works to motivate this idea empirically; Pad-
 gett's (1991) main argument (elaborated above) rests on the OCP. Though superficially
 distanced by a difference of implementation, Hayes's (1990) understanding of 'diph-
 thongization paradoxes' is essentially individual feature behavior as well. (See also the
 discussion of this issue in Goldsmith 1990:295-98, where the alternative view of class
 membership as properties of features is considered.) All of the works just mentioned
 are cast within a framework of serially ordered rules.

 I have argued here that partial class behavior in spreading is much more pervasive
 than has been assumed (?3, and see Padgett 1995a, 2001); the explanatory domain of
 the feature class idea has in this way been extended. Further, other arguments for the
 direct targeting of individual features have been raised (?5). Individual feature targeting
 is not viewed as an option, or marked in any sense, nor is it restricted to occur only
 with certain processes. The formalization of this idea is made explicit (?4). Finally,
 the theory is couched within optimality theory, with its central notion of (gradient)
 constraint violability, a notion from which partial class behavior follows very naturally.

 6.2 COMPARISON. Consider again the problem partial class behavior presents for
 feature geometry, for example as in Turkish forms such as [son-lar] 'ends' (?3), illus-
 trated in 35a. If Color harmony involves spreading of a class node Color, then how
 are we to avoid deriving *[son-lor] incorrectly? There are possible responses to this
 problem that I did not consider earlier. Suppose, for example, we were to retain the
 assumption that class nodes mediate feature class behavior but view individual feature
 targeting as some kind of available 'resort' or 'repair' mechanism? In particular, in
 order to target a feature class such as Color, target the appropriate class node (here,
 Color), unless this move is BLOCKED for some reason; otherwise, target individually as
 many features dominated by that node as possible. This would have the desired effect:
 spreading of the node Color would fail, due to the prohibition on nonhigh rounded
 vowels. Yet any resort strategy of this kind has the 'do this unless that in which case
 ...' quality that optimality theory has sought to redress, and seems unappealing on the
 face of it. In fact, once we allow for targeting as many features as possible directly
 and individually, we no longer require a separate mechanism of targeting class nodes,
 and the main proposal of feature class theory has been adopted.

 (35) a. s o n- A r b. *s o n - lo r

 Color Color

 [+bk] [+rd] [+bk] [+rd]

 c. s o n - a r

 I I
 Color Color

 [+rd] [+bk] [-rd]
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 A similar objection can be raised against approaches that avoid individual feature
 targeting by appealing to REPAIRS. Suppose we allow our theory to create the incorrect
 intermediate representation *[son-lor], as in 35b. This form is then repaired to eliminate
 the link between [round] and the target vowel, giving 35c. This second step requires
 the delinking of [round] only, and it is not immediately obvious how this should be
 accomplished, given the representation. (This constitutes a DIPHTHONGIZATION PARADOX,

 as in Hayes 1990.) One might nevertheless pursue this tack and carry through the
 more drastic re-linkings, and Color node mitosis, required to get the result 35c. Again,
 however, this approach by its very nature introduces unnecessary complexity into the
 analysis: it is the incorrect assumption of uniform class behavior in 35b itself that leads
 to the need for a repair.

 The problem that partial class spreading presents arises only assuming that spreading
 as in Turkish actually involves a unitary process of color harmony, as I have argued.
 Therefore, another means of avoiding the problem is to deny this premise. Discussing
 feature class theory, Cahill and Parkinson (1997a,b) in fact reject a unifying approach
 to the facts of Turkish (and to analogous facts involving Place.) For Turkish, two rules
 are suggested, one spreading a node Color to high vowels, the other spreading only
 [back] to nonhigh vowels. Two reasons to reject a unification of the Turkish harmonies
 are offered. First is the fact that [round] harmony applies under separate conditions
 from [back] harmony, affecting only nonhigh vowels. As I have argued, however, this

 reasoning runs counter to the goal of explanation in phonology; when stipulations on

 constraint or rule formulations can be factored out by means of independently motivated

 constraints, it is hard to justify not doing so. The second reason involves psycholinguis-
 tic evidence from Zimmer (1969), suggesting that Turkish speakers tolerate some viola-

 tions of [back] harmony, but none of [round] harmony, in nonsense words. There are
 two major problems with this argument. First, Zimmer's data involve only roots. The
 generalizations discussed in ?3 involve suffixes, in contrast, and the suffix generaliza-
 tions are uncontroversially robust and productive. Second, even assuming that Zimmer' s

 results did diagnose a grammatical distinction between [back] and [round] harmony,
 they do not tell us where in the grammar this distinction is made. In any account of

 the Turkish facts, including the one here, the output facts of [back] and [round] harmony

 differ, and this distinction can presumably become psycholinguistically relevant. We

 have no reason to conclude that Zimmer's results reflect the grammar's formulations

 of spreading rules or constraints per se. Apart from these points, it is not clear how
 Cahill and Parkinson's arguments support their own claims, since they posit not separate
 [back] and [round] rules, but separate Color and [back] rules.12

 The inference of a unitary color harmony generalization for Turkish is no trivial

 move, however. Here a comparison might be useful. In his work widely introducing

 feature geometry, Clements (1985) considered a similar question in relation to some
 facts of Kikuyu. In this language, when a nasal consonant precedes a fricative, the

 12 Cahill and Parkinson also say that convincing evidence for partial class spreading must involve two or
 more (but not all, naturally) features of a class spreading, rather than one out of two as in Turkish. No basis

 is offered for this judgment, however, and the reasoning is unclear. It is hard to find cases fitting the description

 Cahill and Parkinson suggest, simply because in most cases, for independent reasons, it cannot happen that
 three or more members of a feature class occur within a single segment. To see a case of nasal place

 assimilation involving two out of three features spreading, for example, we would first need to find a triggering
 consonant having three major places of articulation. Such consonants are at best extremely rare.
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 fricative is hardened to a stop, as in 36a. When a nasal precedes a voiceless obstruent,
 the obstruent is voiced, 36b.

 (36) Fricative hardening and obstruent voicing in Kikuyu
 a. mbureete 'lop off cf. J3ura b. ndomeete 'send' cf. toma

 ndeheete 'pay' cf. reha nd-ineete 'bur' cf. tjina
 qgoreete 'buy' cf. yora ijgereete 'cross' cf. kera

 These facts on the surface resemble evidence that [voice] and [continuant] together
 form a class: the appearance is of a uniform process of obstruent hardening/voicing.
 As Clements notes, however, we should not rush to posit a grouping of [voice] and
 [continuant]. First, these features represent independent phonetic dimensions. Second,
 postnasal hardening and postnasal voicing occur often and quite independently across
 languages. Their chance cooccurrence in some languages is fully expected; indeed, it
 would be odd if no language had both. More generally, hypotheses about feature classes
 cannot be based on observations within a single language. Rather, they must be informed
 by the larger context both of the theory, and of crosslinguistic patterning. It is just such
 considerations that motivate color harmony in cases like Turkish. The class Color is
 independently well motivated, deriving support from phonetic considerations, patterns
 of vowel inventories, and the privileged crosslinguistic copattering of [back] and
 [round] in many vowel harmony systems. Even when we restrict our attention to lan-
 guages such as Turkish where two (or more) features spread under (partially) different
 conditions, the privileged copatteming of [back] and [round] is clear, and in need of
 explanation.

 6.3. CONSTRAINTS AND REPRESENTATIONS. The problem partial class assimilation
 raises for feature geometry derives from the manner in which class nodes have been
 understood to function. When a class node is targeted for spreading, and there are two
 or more features under it, then spreading is essentially a hard requirement, rather than
 a gradient one: in effect, either assimilate all features (of that category), or assimilate
 none. It is worth emphasizing that it is this FUNCTIONING of class nodes that is at the
 heart of the matter, rather than the simple presence of the class nodes in the representa-
 tion. The argument from partial class behavior is against hard feature class generaliza-

 tions, in whatever guise, in favor of their soft (gradiently violable) understanding.
 The results of this article have implications for the understanding of 'constraints'

 and 'representations' in linguistic theory. In practice, most theories distinguish between
 the two. For example, within optimality theory, constraints play a role in the evaluation
 of candidates, while candidates themselves are representations. However we view this
 distinction between constraint and representation in practice, it is not at all clear that
 it is more than a matter of convenience or tradition. Some linguistic frameworks in
 fact explicitly identify the two. In phonology, for example, Scobbie (1991) assumes
 that representations such as /dog/ 'dog' are simply very specific constraints. (Compare
 the lexical IDENTITY RULES in Kiparsky 1982, for example /dog/ - /dog/, which were
 assumed to prevail over more general rules by the elsewhere condition.) Again, in
 practice, representations often function as hard or inviolable constraints in analyses, as
 opposed to soft or violable constraints (for theories that allow the latter). This has been
 the effect of class nodes in feature geometry (as they were always interpreted).

 But representations can be constructed so as to have gradient properties; Prince's
 metrical grid (1983) is one clear example. Yet representations are obviously a conven-
 ient means of conceptualizing invariant properties of language, and this is what they
 frequently do. To the extent that the facts to be explained do not reflect these theoretical
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 invariants, however, such representations will only hinder our understanding of them.
 This point is obviously not particular to phonology.

 7. CONCLUSION. Consider once again the assumption of privilege, an assumption
 common to all work on feature classes. Why should it hold? Why do features pattern
 into classes at all, and why the particular classes found? Though feature geometry and
 feature class theory are noteworthy in capturing feature class patterning, their formal
 mechanisms do not provide any answer to these deeper questions. Instead, the answers
 have been attributed to phonetic underpinnings: feature classes have a basis in the
 phonetic parameters of place of articulation, laryngeal state, and so on. Yet this assump-
 tion deserves further scrutiny, not because it is likely to be wrong, but rather because
 more attention to the phonetic bases would probably bring a new depth of explanation
 to the research program. Ohala (1990), for example, argues that nasals are prone to
 assimilation of place (in part) because the acoustic cues to place are not robust in nasals
 in comparison to other consonants. In contrast, the nasalization and voicing of nasals
 are perceptually robust, explaining why it is typically ONLY place that assimilates.
 Because of its promise of illuminating such questions, the interplay of phonetics and
 phonology is currently a burgeoning area of research.
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